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With this expansion, you can do battles on a hex Combat board. Now you will be able to command your army With this expansion, you can do battles on a hex Combat board. Now you will be able to command your army 
of miniatures from over the battlefield and use obstacles to gain an advantage. Whether you prove your strategic of miniatures from over the battlefield and use obstacles to gain an advantage. Whether you prove your strategic 

mastery and outwit your enemy is up to you. In this book, you will find new game modes that will allow you  mastery and outwit your enemy is up to you. In this book, you will find new game modes that will allow you  
to jump straight into the battle.to jump straight into the battle.

This expansion introduces two new modesThis expansion introduces two new modes--Adventure and SkirmishAdventure and Skirmish--that focus on 1 vs. 1 matches, as well  that focus on 1 vs. 1 matches, as well  
as Rules for using this expansion in regular games.as Rules for using this expansion in regular games.

Adventure ModeAdventure Mode--In this mode you swap your map for a card deck.In this mode you swap your map for a card deck.

Skirmish ModeSkirmish Mode--With these few rules you can jump straight into the battle.With these few rules you can jump straight into the battle.

Both modes use core rules (found in the Core Game Rulebook) with listed changes.Both modes use core rules (found in the Core Game Rulebook) with listed changes.

Version: 1.0 ENGVersion: 1.0 ENG
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COMPONENT LISTCOMPONENT LIST

1 × Battlefield board
1 × Rulebook

10 × Obstacle token (double-sided)(double-sided)

2 × Player’s aid

50 × Adventure card 10 × Positive Morale card 10 × Negative Morale card

1 × Initiative  
token
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ADVENTURE MODE

Follow these steps and prepare the required elements Follow these steps and prepare the required elements 
from the Core Game:from the Core Game:

1. 1. Both players choose one of the available Both players choose one of the available 
factions and take the following:factions and take the following:

a) a) 1 Hero card1 Hero card
b) b) 1 Town board1 Town board
c) c) 7 Unit cards (double-sided)7 Unit cards (double-sided)
d) d) 7 Unit models7 Unit models
e) e) 3 Hero-specific Specialty cards3 Hero-specific Specialty cards
f) f) 1 Hero-specific Ability card1 Hero-specific Ability card
g) g) 20 Faction cubes20 Faction cubes

2. 2. Prepare the Artifact, Spell, and Ability decks Prepare the Artifact, Spell, and Ability decks 
normally. Remove the following Ability cards normally. Remove the following Ability cards 
from the play: “Diplomacy,” “Logistics.”from the play: “Diplomacy,” “Logistics.”

3. 3. Segregate the resource, Damage, and Paralysis/Segregate the resource, Damage, and Paralysis/
Defense tokens into piles.Defense tokens into piles.

4. 4. Prepare all Attack, Resource, and Treasure dice.Prepare all Attack, Resource, and Treasure dice.
5. 5. Place a Black cube on the first space of the Place a Black cube on the first space of the 

Round tracker (the space is represented by a “1”).Round tracker (the space is represented by a “1”).
6. 6. Place one of your faction cubes on the Place one of your faction cubes on the <Level1>  

space on your Hero card.space on your Hero card.
7. 7. Give each player the following starting resources: Give each player the following starting resources: 

15 15  , 3 , 3  , and 1 , and 1  ..
8. 8. Set your income to 10 Set your income to 10  , 0 , 0  , and 0 , and 0  ..
9. 9. Prepare the starting deck of Might and Magic Prepare the starting deck of Might and Magic 

(see page 9, Core Game Rulebook).(see page 9, Core Game Rulebook).

Follow these steps and prepare the required elements Follow these steps and prepare the required elements 
from the Battlefield expansion:from the Battlefield expansion:

10. 10. Place the Battlefield board between players.Place the Battlefield board between players.
11. 11. Prepare the Adventure deck, as well as the Prepare the Adventure deck, as well as the 

Positive and Negative Morale decks.Positive and Negative Morale decks.
12. 12. Prepare the Obstacle and Initiative tokens.Prepare the Obstacle and Initiative tokens.
13. 13. Both players roll 2 Both players roll 2 <ReDie>. The one with the highest . The one with the highest 

result is the first player.result is the first player.

SKIRMISH MODE

Follow these steps and prepare the required elements Follow these steps and prepare the required elements 
from Core Game:from Core Game:

1. 1. Both players choose one of the available Both players choose one of the available 
factions and take the following:factions and take the following:

a) a) 1 Hero card1 Hero card
b) b) 7 Unit cards (double-sided)7 Unit cards (double-sided)
c) c) 7 Unit models7 Unit models
d) d) 3 Hero-specific Specialty cards3 Hero-specific Specialty cards
e) e) 1 Hero-specific Ability card  1 Hero-specific Ability card  
f) f) 20 Faction cubes20 Faction cubes

2. 2. Prepare the Artifact, Spell, and Ability decks Prepare the Artifact, Spell, and Ability decks 
normally. Remove the following Ability cards normally. Remove the following Ability cards 
from the play: “Diplomacy,” “Logistics.”from the play: “Diplomacy,” “Logistics.”

3. 3. Segregate the Damage and Paralysis/Defense Segregate the Damage and Paralysis/Defense 
tokens into piles within reach of both players.tokens into piles within reach of both players.

4. 4. Prepare all Attack and Resource dice.Prepare all Attack and Resource dice.
5. 5. Place one of your faction cubes on the Place one of your faction cubes on the <Level1>  

space on your Hero card.space on your Hero card.
6. 6. Prepare the starting deck of Might and Magic Prepare the starting deck of Might and Magic 

(see page 9, Core Game Rulebook).(see page 9, Core Game Rulebook).

Follow these steps and prepare the required elements Follow these steps and prepare the required elements 
from the Battlefield expansion:from the Battlefield expansion:

7. 7. Place the Battlefield board between players.Place the Battlefield board between players.
8. 8. Prepare the Positive and Negative Morale decks.Prepare the Positive and Negative Morale decks.
9. 9. Prepare the Obstacle and Initiative tokens.Prepare the Obstacle and Initiative tokens.

10. 10. Both players roll 2 Both players roll 2 <ReDie>. The one with the highest . The one with the highest 
result is the first player.result is the first player.

BATTLEFIELD SETUPBATTLEFIELD SETUP

A S
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MORALE DECK

In the Adventure and Skirmish modes, use the two In the Adventure and Skirmish modes, use the two 
Morale decks instead of the tokens from the Core Game. Morale decks instead of the tokens from the Core Game. 
Shuffle them separately and place them near the Round Shuffle them separately and place them near the Round 
tracker.tracker.

EffectEffect--Resolve it when the indicated condition is met.Resolve it when the indicated condition is met.

Battlefield SymbolBattlefield Symbol--Remove or ignore the card with Remove or ignore the card with 
this symbol during the regular game.this symbol during the regular game.

POSITIVE MORALE DECK
Every time you gain Positive Morale, discard 1 Negative Every time you gain Positive Morale, discard 1 Negative 
Morale card (if you have any); otherwise Morale card (if you have any); otherwise Search (2)Search (2) from   from  
the Positive Morale deck. Place the newly gained card the Positive Morale deck. Place the newly gained card 
face-up near your Hero and put the remaining cards face-up near your Hero and put the remaining cards 
at the bottom of the Positive Morale deck. During an at the bottom of the Positive Morale deck. During an 
Adventure or Skirmish, you can have up to 2 Positive Adventure or Skirmish, you can have up to 2 Positive 
Morale cards simultaneously. You can use these cards at Morale cards simultaneously. You can use these cards at 
any moment to resolve their effects. Once you resolve a any moment to resolve their effects. Once you resolve a 
Positive Morale card, put it at the bottom of the Positive Positive Morale card, put it at the bottom of the Positive 
Morale deck.Morale deck.

NEGATIVE MORALE DECK
If you gain a Negative Morale card, first, you have to  If you gain a Negative Morale card, first, you have to  
discard a Positive Morale card for every Negative Morale discard a Positive Morale card for every Negative Morale 
card you must take. If you need to draw Negative Morale  card you must take. If you need to draw Negative Morale  
cards and have no Positive Morale cards to discard, draw cards and have no Positive Morale cards to discard, draw 
them and place them face-up beside your Hero. You will them and place them face-up beside your Hero. You will 
resolve them when the situation indicated by the card resolve them when the situation indicated by the card 
occurs. Once you resolve a Negative Morale card, put it occurs. Once you resolve a Negative Morale card, put it 
at the bottom of the Negative Morale deck. There is no at the bottom of the Negative Morale deck. There is no 
limit to the number of these cards.limit to the number of these cards.1. 1. NameName

2. 2. EffectEffect
3. 3. Battlefield SymbolBattlefield Symbol

Negative Morale CardNegative Morale CardPositive Morale CardPositive Morale Card
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ADVENTURE MODEADVENTURE MODE

This is a competitive mode for two players (1 vs. 1), This is a competitive mode for two players (1 vs. 1), 
in which you use the Adventure cards to upgrade your in which you use the Adventure cards to upgrade your 
decks, gain resources, upgrade armies, and much more. decks, gain resources, upgrade armies, and much more. 
You can also control up to 7 units. You can also control up to 7 units. 

If you either have or draw a card (including a Hero’s If you either have or draw a card (including a Hero’s 
Specialty card) that gives resources or movement, or Specialty card) that gives resources or movement, or 
reduces costs, instead of putting it into your deck, place reduces costs, instead of putting it into your deck, place 
it near your Hero card. You can single-use it and then it near your Hero card. You can single-use it and then 
remove it from play. During Adventure, you gain remove it from play. During Adventure, you gain <Expert>  
like in the Core Game but they are single-use. At the start like in the Core Game but they are single-use. At the start 
of Combat on board, your of Combat on board, your <Expert> limit is renewed.    limit is renewed.   

Choose the map size and game length:Choose the map size and game length:

• SmallSmall--The Adventure ends with the 9The Adventure ends with the 9thth round. round.
• MediumMedium--The Adventure ends with the 13The Adventure ends with the 13thth  

round.round.
• LargeLarge--The Adventure ends with the 16The Adventure ends with the 16thth round. round.

ROUND STRUCTURE

At the start of each round, the starting player draws 3  At the start of each round, the starting player draws 3  
Adventure cards keeps one of them, and passes the Adventure cards keeps one of them, and passes the 
remaining 2 to the enemy player, who keeps one of the  remaining 2 to the enemy player, who keeps one of the  
cards and discards the other. Each player resolves their  cards and discards the other. Each player resolves their  
chosen card or saves it (on their Hero card) for later.  chosen card or saves it (on their Hero card) for later.  
If both players chose to resolve a card, the player who  If both players chose to resolve a card, the player who  
started this round resolves their card first. Place resolved started this round resolves their card first. Place resolved 
cards near your Hero card. Then the round ends.cards near your Hero card. Then the round ends.

NOTE:NOTE: During every round in the Adventure mode, you   During every round in the Adventure mode, you  
can use Town actions just as you would in a regular game.can use Town actions just as you would in a regular game.

NOTE:NOTE: The odd rounds are started by the first player,  The odd rounds are started by the first player, 
and the even onesand the even ones--by the second player.by the second player.

After drawing the cards but before making your choice, After drawing the cards but before making your choice, 
you can use the you can use the <Movement> effect from one of the previously  effect from one of the previously 
set-aside cards to shuffle any number of the cards you set-aside cards to shuffle any number of the cards you 
have just drawn back to the Adventure deck and draw have just drawn back to the Adventure deck and draw 
that many cards. Although in this game mode your Hero that many cards. Although in this game mode your Hero 
does not have does not have <Movement> as such, you can still use the  as such, you can still use the <Movement>  
effect from some cards this way.effect from some cards this way.

NOTE:NOTE: Each player can save up to 1 card for later use.  Each player can save up to 1 card for later use. 
Place this card face-down on your Hero card. This card Place this card face-down on your Hero card. This card 
can be replaced with another Adventure card, discarded, can be replaced with another Adventure card, discarded, 
or played.or played.

In the last round, the players do not draw cards from  In the last round, the players do not draw cards from  
the Adventure deck. They can still play their saved card the Adventure deck. They can still play their saved card 
or spend resources to upgrade buildings or armies. After or spend resources to upgrade buildings or armies. After 
the last round, perform Battlefield Combat.the last round, perform Battlefield Combat.

ASTROLOGERS ROUNDS
In every Astrologers round, instead of drawing an In every Astrologers round, instead of drawing an 
Astrologers Proclaim card, the players choose one of Astrologers Proclaim card, the players choose one of 
the following:the following:

• Increase your preferred income by 1 tier,Increase your preferred income by 1 tier,
• Roll 1 Roll 1 <ReDie> and, based on the result, increase the   and, based on the result, increase the  

income of the corresponding resource by 1 tier,  income of the corresponding resource by 1 tier,  
and then gain the basic income for that resource, and then gain the basic income for that resource, 
which is 5 for which is 5 for  , 2 for , 2 for  , and 1 for , and 1 for  ..

NOTE:NOTE: To increase the income by 1 tier, move the cube  To increase the income by 1 tier, move the cube 
that marks the income to the next slot, just as if you that marks the income to the next slot, just as if you 
obtained a new Mine.obtained a new Mine.
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1. 1. NameName
2. 2. TypeType
3. 3. EffectEffect

4. 4. Combat PowerCombat Power
5. 5. Battle RewardBattle Reward
6. 6. Basic RewardBasic Reward

Adventure-Combat CardAdventure-Combat CardAdventure-Event CardAdventure-Event Card

RESOLVING ADVENTURE CARDS

Every Adventure card belongs to one of the following Every Adventure card belongs to one of the following 
types: Combat or Event.types: Combat or Event.

To resolve a Combat, check “Combat during Adventure.”To resolve a Combat, check “Combat during Adventure.”

To resolve an Event, check “Event during Adventure.”To resolve an Event, check “Event during Adventure.”

COMBAT DURING ADVENTURE
Choose one of the available Combat Powers from the Choose one of the available Combat Powers from the 
card. Select 2 of your units, add their Attack Values, card. Select 2 of your units, add their Attack Values, 
and roll 2 Attack dice. If your power total is equal to and roll 2 Attack dice. If your power total is equal to 
or greater than the power value of the battle you have or greater than the power value of the battle you have 
chosen, take the Basic Reward and the Battle Reward chosen, take the Basic Reward and the Battle Reward 
for this Combat.for this Combat.

If your total power is lower than the Combat’s power If your total power is lower than the Combat’s power 
value, take the Basic Reward and put a value, take the Basic Reward and put a <Paral> token on  token on 
one of your units that took part in this Combat. This unit one of your units that took part in this Combat. This unit 
is stunned. If a stunned unit is chosen for Combat, do not is stunned. If a stunned unit is chosen for Combat, do not 
add its Attack Value to your power; then remove the add its Attack Value to your power; then remove the <Paral>  
token from this unit.token from this unit.

EVENT DURING ADVENTURE
Resolve the effect of a chosen Adventure card.Resolve the effect of a chosen Adventure card.

NOTE:NOTE: The effect of Event Obelisk cards grows stronger  The effect of Event Obelisk cards grows stronger 
with every Obelisk card played.with every Obelisk card played.

VICTORY CONDITION

To achieve a victory, one of the players must defeat To achieve a victory, one of the players must defeat 
all the units deployed by the other player during the all the units deployed by the other player during the 
Battlefield Combat.Battlefield Combat.
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COMBATCOMBAT
BATTLEFIELDBATTLEFIELD

In Adventure mode Battlefield Combat is triggered at In Adventure mode Battlefield Combat is triggered at 
the end of the last round, while in Skirmish mode it starts the end of the last round, while in Skirmish mode it starts 
when the deck is ready. when the deck is ready. 

NOTE:NOTE: Remove all  Remove all <Paral> tokens placed on your units  tokens placed on your units 
during the Adventure rounds.during the Adventure rounds.

DRAW CARDS
This step is performed only in Adventure or Skirmish This step is performed only in Adventure or Skirmish 
modes.modes.

Draw cards from your deck up to your hand limit (see Draw cards from your deck up to your hand limit (see 
p. 12 in the Core Rulebook).p. 12 in the Core Rulebook).

PLACE OBSTACLES
Obstacle tokens are double-sided and are divided into Obstacle tokens are double-sided and are divided into 
3 types: Effect, Obstacle, and Wall/Gate. These tokens 3 types: Effect, Obstacle, and Wall/Gate. These tokens 
replace and work as Combat Obstacles from the Core replace and work as Combat Obstacles from the Core 
Game (see page 30, Core Game Rulebook).Game (see page 30, Core Game Rulebook).

NOTE:NOTE: All unit models also count as obstacles. All unit models also count as obstacles.

NOTE:NOTE: To mark the effect of the “Fire Wall” spell, place  To mark the effect of the “Fire Wall” spell, place 
the “Fire Wall” Effect Obstacle on an empty hex and the “Fire Wall” Effect Obstacle on an empty hex and 
place the “Fire Wall” Spell card next to the Battlefield place the “Fire Wall” Spell card next to the Battlefield 
board as a reminder.board as a reminder.

Starting from the first player, both players take turns Starting from the first player, both players take turns 
placing their chosen Obstacles on the Battlefield board. placing their chosen Obstacles on the Battlefield board. 
No Obstacle can be adjacent to another Obstacle or to No Obstacle can be adjacent to another Obstacle or to 
any player’s deployment zone.any player’s deployment zone.

NOTE:NOTE: A deployment zone is the gray area where the  A deployment zone is the gray area where the 
players place their units on the battlefield.players place their units on the battlefield.

EffectEffect ObstacleObstacle Wall/GateWall/Gate
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Obstacles and models placed correctly are marked with Obstacles and models placed correctly are marked with 
the green border, and incorrectlythe green border, and incorrectly--with the red one. with the red one. 
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PLACE UNITS
Starting from the first player, the players take turns Starting from the first player, the players take turns 
placing their units on the battlefield. When the last unit placing their units on the battlefield. When the last unit 
is placed, the Combat begins.is placed, the Combat begins.

NOTE:NOTE: The first player selects a deployment zone  The first player selects a deployment zone 
by placing their unit, and the other player places their by placing their unit, and the other player places their 
units in the deployment zone on the opposite side of the units in the deployment zone on the opposite side of the 
battlefield.battlefield.

CHANGES TO COMBAT RULES 

UNIT MOVEMENT
Each unit’s movement is equal to its initiativeEach unit’s movement is equal to its initiative--a unit a unit 
of initiative 8 can move up to 8 hexes. Once a unit’s of initiative 8 can move up to 8 hexes. Once a unit’s 
activation ends, mark it with your faction cube. The cubes activation ends, mark it with your faction cube. The cubes 
are removed at the start of the next round.are removed at the start of the next round.

RANGED UNITS
These units can either move or attack, and suffer a combat These units can either move or attack, and suffer a combat 
penalty when attacking an adjacent unit or a unit that is penalty when attacking an adjacent unit or a unit that is 
8 or more hexes away from them.8 or more hexes away from them.

THE DECK OF MIGHT AND MAGIC
The limit of Expert level cards you can play is per one The limit of Expert level cards you can play is per one 
Combat round, not for the whole Combat. At the end of Combat round, not for the whole Combat. At the end of 
the Combat round, each player draws 2 cards from their the Combat round, each player draws 2 cards from their 
deck. Additionally, recover 1 deck. Additionally, recover 1 <Expert> up to the Hero limit. up to the Hero limit.

INITIATIVE TOKEN
At the start of Combat, the first player gains the Initiative At the start of Combat, the first player gains the Initiative 
token. Use it to break any initiative ties of opposing units token. Use it to break any initiative ties of opposing units 
(the player with the token acts first). Once all units with (the player with the token acts first). Once all units with 
that initiative activate, pass the Initiative token to the that initiative activate, pass the Initiative token to the 
other player.other player.

NOTE:NOTE: The rest of the Combat rules from the Core  The rest of the Combat rules from the Core 
Game remain unchanged.Game remain unchanged.
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SKIRMISH MODESKIRMISH MODE

Skip the Adventure part andSkip the Adventure part and--insteadinstead--use one of the use one of the 
pre-made templates to jump straight into battle.pre-made templates to jump straight into battle.

Choose one of the scenarios and follow the instructions.Choose one of the scenarios and follow the instructions.

LARGE
Set your Hero level to 7. Create your starter deck and Set your Hero level to 7. Create your starter deck and 
modify it in the following way:modify it in the following way:

• Add all Hero Specialty cards.Add all Hero Specialty cards.
• Draw 6 random Ability cards, Remove 2 of Draw 6 random Ability cards, Remove 2 of 

them, and add the remaining cards to the deck.them, and add the remaining cards to the deck.
• Draw 4 random Artifact cards, Remove 1 of Draw 4 random Artifact cards, Remove 1 of 

them, and add the remaining cards to the deck.them, and add the remaining cards to the deck.
• Draw 3 random Spell cards for a Might Hero or Draw 3 random Spell cards for a Might Hero or 

5 Spell cards for a Magic Hero, and add them to 5 Spell cards for a Magic Hero, and add them to 
the deck.the deck.

Shuffle your deck. Flip all of your 7 Unit cards to the Shuffle your deck. Flip all of your 7 Unit cards to the 
“Pack” side, and follow the Battlefield Combat section.“Pack” side, and follow the Battlefield Combat section.

MEDIUM
Set your Hero level to 5. Create your starter deck and Set your Hero level to 5. Create your starter deck and 
modify it in the following way:modify it in the following way:

• Add level I and level IV Hero Specialty cards.Add level I and level IV Hero Specialty cards.
• Draw 4 random Ability cards, Remove 1 of Draw 4 random Ability cards, Remove 1 of 

them, and add the remaining cards to the deck.them, and add the remaining cards to the deck.
• Draw 3 random Artifact cards, Remove 1, and Draw 3 random Artifact cards, Remove 1, and 

add the remaining cards to the deck.add the remaining cards to the deck.
• Draw 2 random Spell cards for a Might Hero or Draw 2 random Spell cards for a Might Hero or 

4 Spell cards for a Magic Hero, and add them to 4 Spell cards for a Magic Hero, and add them to 
the deck.the deck.

Shuffle your deck. Flip all of your Shuffle your deck. Flip all of your   and  and   Unit  Unit 
cards to the “Pack” side and follow the Battlefield cards to the “Pack” side and follow the Battlefield 
Combat section.Combat section.

SHORT
Set your Hero level to 3. Create your starter deck and Set your Hero level to 3. Create your starter deck and 
modify it in the following way:modify it in the following way:

• Add the level I Hero Specialty card.Add the level I Hero Specialty card.
• Draw 3 random Ability cards, Remove 1 of Draw 3 random Ability cards, Remove 1 of 

them, and add the remaining cards to the deck.them, and add the remaining cards to the deck.
• Draw 2 random Artifact cards, Remove 1 of Draw 2 random Artifact cards, Remove 1 of 

them, and add the remaining card to the deck.them, and add the remaining card to the deck.
• Draw 1 random Spell card for a Might Hero or Draw 1 random Spell card for a Might Hero or 

2 Spell cards for a Magic Hero, and add them to 2 Spell cards for a Magic Hero, and add them to 
the deck.the deck.

Shuffle your deck. Flip all of your Shuffle your deck. Flip all of your   and  and   Unit  Unit 
cards to the “Few” side and follow the Battlefield cards to the “Few” side and follow the Battlefield 
Combat section.Combat section.

VICTORY CONDITION

To achieve a victory, one of the players must defeat To achieve a victory, one of the players must defeat 
all the units deployed by the other player during the all the units deployed by the other player during the 
Battlefield Combat.Battlefield Combat.
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IN REGULAR GAMESIN REGULAR GAMES
BATTLEFIELDBATTLEFIELD

With these rules, you can use this expansion in regular With these rules, you can use this expansion in regular 
games. We recommend using the Battlefield Combat games. We recommend using the Battlefield Combat 
board only for player vs. player Combat. If you decide board only for player vs. player Combat. If you decide 
to use it in Combat with Neutral Units, ignore the round to use it in Combat with Neutral Units, ignore the round 
limitlimit--do not spend Movement Points to gain additional do not spend Movement Points to gain additional 
Combat rounds. Be aware, however, that this may Combat rounds. Be aware, however, that this may 
significantly extend the playtime.significantly extend the playtime.

PLACE OBSTACLES
Obstacle tokens are double-sided and are divided into Obstacle tokens are double-sided and are divided into 
3 types: Effect, Obstacle, and Wall/Gate. These tokens 3 types: Effect, Obstacle, and Wall/Gate. These tokens 
replace and work as Combat Obstacles from Core Game replace and work as Combat Obstacles from Core Game 
(see page 30, Core Game Rulebook).(see page 30, Core Game Rulebook).

NOTE:NOTE: All unit models also count as obstacles. All unit models also count as obstacles.

NOTE:NOTE: To mark the effect of the “Fire Wall” spell, place  To mark the effect of the “Fire Wall” spell, place 
the “Fire Wall” Effect Obstacle on an empty hex and the “Fire Wall” Effect Obstacle on an empty hex and 
place the “Fire Wall” Spell card next to the Battlefield place the “Fire Wall” Spell card next to the Battlefield 
board as a reminder.board as a reminder.

Starting from the attacking player, both players take turns Starting from the attacking player, both players take turns 
placing their chosen Obstacles on the Battlefield board. placing their chosen Obstacles on the Battlefield board. 
No Obstacle can be adjacent to another Obstacle or to No Obstacle can be adjacent to another Obstacle or to 
any player’s deployment zone.any player’s deployment zone.

NOTE:NOTE: A deployment zone is the gray area where the  A deployment zone is the gray area where the 
players place their units on the battlefield.players place their units on the battlefield.

PLACE UNITS
Starting from the attacking player, the players take turns Starting from the attacking player, the players take turns 
placing their units on the battlefield. When the last unit placing their units on the battlefield. When the last unit 
is placed, the Combat begins.is placed, the Combat begins.

EffectEffect ObstacleObstacle Wall/GateWall/Gate D
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Obstacles and models placed correctly are marked with Obstacles and models placed correctly are marked with 
the green border, and incorrectlythe green border, and incorrectly--with the red one. with the red one. 
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CHANGES TO COMBAT RULES 

UNIT MOVEMENT
Each unit’s movement is equal to its initiativeEach unit’s movement is equal to its initiative--a unit a unit 
of initiative 8 can move up to 8 hexes. Once a unit’s of initiative 8 can move up to 8 hexes. Once a unit’s 
activation ends, mark it with your faction cube. The cubes activation ends, mark it with your faction cube. The cubes 
are removed at the start of the next round.are removed at the start of the next round.

RANGED UNITS
These units can either move or attack, and suffer a These units can either move or attack, and suffer a 
combat penalty when attacking an adjacent unit or a unit combat penalty when attacking an adjacent unit or a unit 
that is 8 or more hexes away from them. that is 8 or more hexes away from them. 

INITIATIVE TOKEN
At the start of Combat, the attacking player gains the At the start of Combat, the attacking player gains the 
Initiative token. Use it to break any initiative ties of Initiative token. Use it to break any initiative ties of 
opposing units (the player with the token acts first). opposing units (the player with the token acts first). 
Once all units with that initiative activate, pass the Once all units with that initiative activate, pass the 
Initiative token to the other player.Initiative token to the other player.

NOTE:NOTE: The rest of the Combat rules from the Core  The rest of the Combat rules from the Core 
Game remain unchanged.Game remain unchanged.

SIEGE
During Siege setup only Walls and Gate Obstacle tokens During Siege setup only Walls and Gate Obstacle tokens 
are placed on the Battlefield board (as shown on the next are placed on the Battlefield board (as shown on the next 
page). The defender’s units can move through the Gate page). The defender’s units can move through the Gate 
as if it were an empty hex.as if it were an empty hex.

NOTE:NOTE: Just as in the Core Game, to destroy a Wall or   Just as in the Core Game, to destroy a Wall or  
a Gate, one of your units must attack it from an adjacent  a Gate, one of your units must attack it from an adjacent  
hex. Destroyed elements are removed from the hex. Destroyed elements are removed from the 
Battlefield board.Battlefield board.

MORALE DECKS IN REGULAR GAMES
You can use the decks in regular games instead You can use the decks in regular games instead 
of tokens. Follow the “Morale Deck” rules with 1 of tokens. Follow the “Morale Deck” rules with 1 
exception: Every time you gain exception: Every time you gain <Morale> or  or <NegMorale>, draw 1 , draw 1 
card from the corresponding deck. If, at any point of the card from the corresponding deck. If, at any point of the 
game, you must draw from either of the Morale decks game, you must draw from either of the Morale decks 
while it is empty, proceed according to the Core Game while it is empty, proceed according to the Core Game 
rules.rules.

1. 1. WallWall
2. 2. WallWall
3. 3. GateGate

4. 4. WallWall
5. 5. WallWall
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